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AIM
Share knowledge and inspiration on regenerative farming
through videos
Building on our work in Greece to further

The strategy will be on the one hand to

the regenerative farming transition, we

translate existing videos from similar

recognize the importance of an

platforms in France and other countries at

educational video platform in Greek.

the forefront of regenerative farming
practices. On the other, our media team

Videos nowadays are one of the most

will produce original content.

inclusive mediums for knowledge transfer.
Combining audio and visual creates a

Our videos will also transmit content from

strong tool for transformation and deep

international conferences that will further

learning.

connect the Greek audience to the global
movement.

Therefore, we aim to build a video library
with inspirational and informative videos

Finally, we aim to bridge the language

on regenerative farming in the Greek

barrier prevalent among this specific

language for farmers and practitioners.

audience and provide further access to
knowledge and tools to enable the
transition of their farming operations.
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TIMELINE
2023

THE VIDEO PLATFORM
Overview of the program

AIM
Transmit knowledge
Inspire
Raise awareness

TOPICS OF VIDEOS
Tools and Techniques of regenerative farming
Inspiring practitioners and successful farms
The past and future, changing the narrative and
rediscovering proven practices

SOURCE OF VIDEOS
Translation of high quality videos from other
organisations and platforms like Ver de Terre prod
Creation of new videos of practices/farms from
Greece or other Mediterranean countries relevant to
Greek farmers
Creation of new videos from relevant conferences like
the European Agroforestry Conference, World Soils
Forum, etc.
Translation of relevant podcasts in Greek language

TARGET AUDIENCE
people working in farming
people working with farmers
people connected to the food sector on a
professional level
2023
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PHASES

I

INITIAL SETUP
Technical setup of video library, setting up agreements and strategic
partnerships for this project, training and briefing the team, creating
the communication strategy

I

COLONIZING THE PLATFORM
Choosing the first batch of videos that will be translated and
launching it

I

CONTENT CREATION
Create an itinerary for the shooting of videos, reaching out to good
practicioners
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TIMELINE
2024

LONG TERM VISION
embedded in a stretegic systemic approach

INCUBATORS
Train and mentor farmers in their transition through
incubators
thematic focuses on regional challenges like
Waterways and sea
High soil salinity
Dropping water table/Drought
Proximity to forest and forest fires risk
Over grazing of animals - Holistic management
enrich our research and knowledge database
through the converted farms
increase of pilot farms in Greece, support peerlearning between farmers
MORE TOOLS
Regen farm
map

Farmers
Platform for
peer-to-peer
learning

Regen Farming
Handbook

2025

REGIONAL REGENERATIVE
FARMING SCHOOLS
local focal points become permanent schools for
regenerative farming
meeting point for research and farmers
space to explore regional challenges and adaptations
to climate change and food sovereignty
space for citizens and businesses to support local
regenerative farmers
space for industry to meet regenerative producers
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THE LEADING TEAM
Uniting experience from all over Europe and beyond

SHEILA DARMOS
With a background in sociology and social
entrepreneurship she initiated various
regenerative initiatives in Greece, amongst the
recent ones is the Regenerative Farming
Support Program, the Food Forest Tour and
the Regen Network. She draws from her strong
connection within the food and farming sector
and has a systemic place based approach to
regenerative and social transformations.
Her connection with organizations and
businesses throughout Europe and beyond
enable her to bring the right people together
for regenerative solutions to manifest.
She is the managing director of silver leaf, an
organic export business working with organic
small-scale local farmers, and co-founder and
director of The Southern Lights non-profit
organization.

EVY VOURLIDES
Evy holds a Ph.D. in Sociocultural
Anthropology from The George Washington
University on regenerative design initiatives
in Greece. Focusing mainly on the
development and social dynamics of ecoprojects, this research uncovered
consequential shifts in concepts and
practices inspired by alternative farming
philosophies among a growing network of
individuals and groups–ones that are
resonant throughout Europe and the globe.
Her extensive experience in designing and
conducting field research, particularly
through ethnographic methods, will
contribute to the successful design and
continuation of the Regenerative Farming
Greece program.
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THE LEADING TEAM
Uniting experience from all over Europe and beyond

CHAN SAC BALAM
With a wide experience in agriculture, water
management, hydrological engineering and
sustainable development, Chan Sac’s work
focuses on consulting farmers, organizations,
communities and landscape managers in
Europe, America, and Africa. He is founder of
"PermaLab", who’s mission is to participate in
the global regeneration of ecosystems and
the essential cycles of life. Their work
specializes in whole system’s design and
implementation of regenerative agriculture
operations. He is also Co-Founder and CTO of
"Koralya bois" carbon farming through sylvopasture operations. His vast experience
will help advance regenerative farming
in Greece in the professional context.

GIUSEPPE SANNICANDRO
Giuseppe Sannicandro started working with
regenerative farming 15 years ago in South
America. Since then he has designed the
transition to regenerative farming for more
than 70 farms all over Europe in various
different climates. He has vast experience in
the Mediterranean climate, working with
farms from Portugal, Ibiza, Spain, Italy,
France and Greece. He is co-founder of the
organization Regen based in Bari Region
Italy which is running an educational
regenerative farming operation, while
desiging and consulting other farms.
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RESPONSIBLE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The Southern Lights organization is connected with pioneers in environmental projects,
organic farming operations, designers, non-profit organizations, the organic market incountry and abroad, with change makers and communicators from all over Europe. We
will use our wide network to achieve the mission of this project and extend it further, to
connect and empower even more people for the regeneration of our eco-systems and
livelihoods.
We can only achieve this together. This is why we collaborate with organizations from
different countries that work on the same mission, why we are training more designers
and practitioners, to reach a broad scale.
Together we can achieve our mission. And see farming regenerate our eco-systems.

Contact
The Southern Lights
non profit organization

website instagram fa cebook
info@thesouthernlights.org
Address
23067 Karyes
Greece
Legal representative
Sheila Darmos
phone: +30 6971984836
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EMPOWERING
GREEK
FARMERS
“Though the problems of the world are
increasingly complex,
the solutions remain embarrassingly simple.”
― Bill Mollison

Let´s make it happen.
Together.

